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This business topic bachelor thesis is primarily focused on a strategy redesign for one Czech company
operating in the software market, in order to reinforce its position in this market and increase its
competitiveness. The main impulse for the company strategy change was a legal entity transformation
desire. Therefore, an effect of the legal form change from a limited liability company to a joint stock
company was analyzed.
The thesis was conducted on the basis of a standard strategic management model and Balanced
Scorecard performance management approach. SWOT analysis was used to consider both external
and internal company business environment. To support the company transformation process a more
in depth strategy has been formulated, including performance metrics. Implementation steps were
considered and concrete recommendations have been formulated.
The author demonstrated a complex strategy management framework application and effectively used
the Balanced Scorecard approach.
A financial analysis and a forecast of future development after legal entity transformation would have
contributed to the overall appearance of this thesis; however it was not the core topic. Design of more
metrics and a more in depth definition of metrics, at the level of strategic initiatives would have
enabled a smother future strategy implementation. For that purpose using a more detailed BSC
literature along with the portfolio already used would have contributed even more.
Suggested question for the defense is:
“What are the key components of the strategy that the company is to focus on primarily in the
current recession to improve its profitability and its market share position?”
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